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RBI’s Master Direction on Bharat Bill Payment System 
The Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”) released the ‘Master Direction – Reserve Bank of India (Bharat Bill Payment 
System(“BBPS”)) Directions, 2024’ on February 29, 2024 (“BBPS Master Directions”). With effect from April 1, 2024, 
the BBPS Master Directions will supersede the extant BBPS Guidelines and the applicable circulars. The BBPS Master 
Directions will govern the BBPS which regulates the payment system participants in the bill payments ecosystem 
involving payment and collection of bills through multiple channels using various forms of payment.  

Key points under the BBPS Master Directions are set out below:  

1. Scope and Applicability  

The BBPS Master Directions will apply to the following: 

a) Bharat Bill Pay Central Unit (“BBPCU”) which is NPCI Bharat Bill Pay Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
National Payments Corporation of India;  

b) Bharat Bill Payment Operating Units (“BBPOUs”), which may either be a:  

i) Biller operating unit (“BOU”), which onboards billers directly or through biller aggregators on the BBPS 
platform; or  

ii) Customer operating unit (“COU”) which onboards customers with a physical or digital interface to pay 
bills directly or through an agent institution. These entities may be banks, non-bank payment aggregators 
(“PAs”), or any other entity authorized as BBPOUs; and 

c) Any entity (other than a biller) that is operating a system for payment of bills outside of the scope of BBPS.  

Notably, a ‘bill’ is now defined to include a notice for recharge of prepaid services and the customer’s relationship 
with the biller must be validated through BBPS for such transactions. 

 

2. Authorisation Requirement 

Under the erstwhile regime, non-bank entities operating bill payments voluntarily sought authorization from the 
RBI under the Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007 (“PSSA”) to be registered as an authorized BBPOU. The 
scope of the BBPS Master Directions has now been expanded to cover all entities (other than billers) that were 
operating a payment system for bills outside of the BBPS and such entities must obtain authorization under the 
PSSA. While the earlier guidelines had specific criteria for eligibility for non-bank entities, the BBPS Master 
Directions do not provide specific eligibility criteria. It is unclear whether the same eligibility criteria as set out 
under the erstwhile regulations apply to all non-bank BBPOUs intending to obtain authorization to operate as 
such. 
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Banks and non-bank PAs having prior authorization as a payment system from the RBI which intend to operate as 
BBPOUs will not require a separate authorization. They may intimate the Department of Payment and Settlement 
Systems, RBI, Central Office prior to the commencement of operations. 

3. Roles/obligations  

Indicative roles and responsibilities of BBPCU, BOUs and COUs as provided under the BBPS Master Directions are 
set out below: 

a) BBPCU: 

i) setting participation criteria and system operations rules; 

ii) setting technical standards for participation in the system; 

iii) providing guaranteed settlement of all transactions routed through BBPCU; 

iv) ensuring all transactions have BBPS reference number from the payment initiation stage; 

v) ensuring no funds in the system flow through any Technology Service Provider; and 

vi) providing a framework for redressal of consumer disputes. 

b) BOUs: 

i) onboarding billers to BBPS; 

ii) ensuring compliance to due diligence requirements in respect of onboarding of merchants prescribed 
in Guidelines on Regulation of Payment Aggregators and Payment Gateways dated March 17, 2020 (“PA 
Guidelines”); 

iii) ensuring compliance to additional due diligence requirements which may be prescribed by BBPCU for 
specific biller categories; and 

iv) ensuring due diligence of billers onboarded through biller aggregators. 

c) COUs: 

i) providing digital/physical interface to their customers, directly or through agent institutions; 

ii) ensuring customers (including customers of their agent institutions) have access to all billers onboarded 
on BBPS; 

iii) providing a system for raising disputes; and 

iv) taking responsibility for the activities of its agent institutions, for which they have entered into agreement 
with the COU. 

The roles and responsibilities of BBPCU, BOUs and COUs are fairly similar to their respective roles under the 
erstwhile regime vis-à-vis the BBPS Master Directions. That said, additionally: 

d) BOUs must undertake a biller due diligence (including on billers onboarded through biller aggregators) in 
accordance with the PA Guidelines, resultantly also to comply with the RBI’s Master Direction – Know Your 
Customer (KYC) Directions, 2016. 

e) COUs are expected to provide the digital/physical interface to customers and ensure access to all billers. 

4. Settlements/Settlement Account 

Pursuant to the BBPS Master Directions, a non-bank BBPOU must create an escrow account exclusively for BBPS 
transactions, which should be operated in accordance with requirements under PA Guidelines. Settlement must 
be carried out only through a single/consolidated escrow account for all transactions instead of a nodal settlement 
account. The following transactions are permitted to be routed through the escrow account of COUs and BOUs:  

a) Credit of funds collected from the customers/debit of funds due to billers; 
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b) Debit towards settlement of BBPS transactions; 

c) Credit/debit of failed/disputed transactions; 

d) Recovery of charges/commissions pertaining to bill payment transactions. 

Notably, the BBPS Master Directions do not refer to the distinction between ON-US and OFF-US transactions.  

5. Grievance Redressal Mechanism 

BBPS Master Directions specify the guidelines governing the dispute resolution process and specify the following 
requirements: 

a) BBPCU must create a dispute resolution framework for centralised end-to-end complaint management system 
in line with RBI’s guidelines on Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) System for Digital Payments dated August 
06, 2020 (“ODR Regulations”) and BBPOUs must be integrated and handle dispute resolution in accordance 
with such framework.  

b) BBPOUs to ensure compliance with timelines prescribed in RBI’s circular on Harmonisation of Turn Around 
Time (TAT) and customer compensation for failed transactions using authorised Payment Systems dated 
September 20, 2019 (“TAT Harmonisation”) in case of disputes. 

 

Conclusion 
The BBPS Master Directions represent a significant step towards a more robust and inclusive BBPS framework for 
stakeholders in India. The emphasis on streamlined settlements, and a centralized dispute resolution system aims to 
improve customer protection and overall efficiency. However, certain aspects (such as the eligibility criteria for 
authorisation) require further clarification, and procedural clarifications/directions may provide more guidance on 
the governance framework. 
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FinTech Practice 
JSA is one of India’s pioneering law firms in the FinTech space. JSA’s FinTech group brings together an integrated 
multi-practice team to support clients with transactions, disputes and regulatory matters at the intersection of 
financial services and technology. Our practice leverages the experience and in-depth technology expertise of 
attorneys across practice areas and allows us to offer clients access to time-tested strategies and holistic advice. 
Our experienced attorneys are well positioned to assist clients navigate through the complex legal, regulatory 
and compliance landscape within which these businesses and their technologies operate. Our strong 
relationships with regulators, banks, insurers, funds, large technology companies and infrastructure and service 
providers mean that we understand the issues that affect every area of the financial technology ecosystem. This 
enables us to deliver incisive, informed and innovative advice across the FinTech spectrum. We work with 
financial institutions, as they adapt and transform, FinTech start-ups, from inception through to all rounds of 
funding, to IPO and beyond, large technology companies diversifying into FinTech and Investors and strategic 
acquirers as they identify and secure strategic opportunities in the FinTech space. 

Our areas of expertise inter alia include: (a) Prepaid payment instruments and variations thereof, (b) 
Remittance (person-to-person and person-to-merchant) models and services, (c) Central treasury 
arrangements and collection agency models, (d) Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) enabled 
payment systems, (e) Alternative lending and payment platforms, (f) blockchain enabled service offerings, 
including smart contracts, (g) crowdfunding and crowdsourced investments, (h) Cryptocurrencies, including 
initial coin offerings, (i) InsurTech products and business models, (j) investments, including PE/VC financing 
into fintech and financial services companies, (k) Invoice trading and receivable discounting platforms, (l) 
Payment services and solutions (both cross-border and domestic). 
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This prism is not an advertisement or any form of solicitation and should not be construed as such. This prism has 
been prepared for general information purposes only. Nothing in this prism constitutes professional advice or a legal 
opinion. You should obtain appropriate professional advice before making any business, legal or other decisions. JSA 

and the authors of this prism disclaim all and any liability to any person who takes any decision based on  
this publication. 
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